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Abstract
In a realistic aerospace structure, dissimilar
metals are used for different components to
optimize the final mechanical properties of the
assembly. In the presence of an electrolyte,
such as rain or condensation, current can flow
between the dissimilar metals which induces
corrosion via the galvanic couple. In this work
specifically, galvanic coupling between
AA7075, SS316, and Ti-6Al-4V in a complex
fastener-in-panel geometry was studied using
finite element modeling (FEM). The model
was first validated through comparisons of
predictions to experimental results both
conducted in-house and from literature.
Following validation, the model was extended
to predict the severity and location of peak
damage. A parameter space was explored that
included the effects of both environmental and
external variations. It was determined that
external surface defects (such as a scratch) and
thin water layer thicknesses are important
parameters in locating where the peak
corrosion will occur. The worst-case scenario
found in this work represents thin water layers
(44.5 𝜇𝑚) and small defects, which
concentrate the corrosion damage inside of the
fastener hole, the most highly loaded area.
Conversely, the best-case scenario tested
represents thicker water layers (>800 𝜇𝑚) and
large surface defects.
Introduction
In many aircraft structures, galvanic couples
are unavoidably formed between fasteners
made of noble materials (e.g., stainless steel,
titanium) and the main load-carrying structure
made of aluminum alloys (e.g., AA7075T651)1,2. The galvanic couple accelerates the
corrosion damage rate of the aluminum alloy,
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which can create challenges to maintaining the
structural integrity of the aircraft. The
overarching goal of this research was to
understand and predict the galvanic coupling
produced by SS316, Ti-6Al-4V, and AA7075T651 from a modeling and experimental
perspective.
Finite element models have been used in
literature to determine the current distributions
of galvanic couples on both simple and
complex geometries, as FEM provides a
robust framework for solving complex
problems3–6 When dealing with an aircraft, the
complex geometry of important structures
increases the difficulty in modeling the
galvanic couple. An occluded cell can be
formed by the hole wall of the plate and the
bolt of the fastener within the hole which can
trap aggressive species and further accelerate
corrosion damage. The majority of the
literature has focused on either corrosion
occurring on the surface of the panel2,7–9, or on
corrosion within the fastener hole10–12. This
work aims to understand both areas of
corrosion, and how they may be impacted by
each other.
Methods
To monitor corrosion in the geometry
described above, this research used an
accelerated galvanic corrosion test plate
designed by Matzdorf et al.2. Referred to in
this research as the “test panel”, it consists of
cathodic fasteners and hardware assembled in
a coated aluminum plate. Scribes were placed
on the surface of the coated aluminum plate in
an “X” pattern to simulate defects in the
coating and to allow a pathway for water to
travel into the fastener hole.
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Test panels were exposed to 504 hours of
ASTM B11713, in which the constant spray of
aggressive species (5 wt% NaCl) acts as an
accelerant to corrosion. Samples were then
removed from the salt spray chamber, and the
coating, fasteners, and washers were stripped
off. To quantify the corrosion damage inside
of each fastener hole, cross-sections were
taken by a precision cut-off saw and samples
were polished down to 3 𝜇𝑚. Optical
profilometry was used to image the polished
samples. Further experimental methodology
can be found in Marshall et al.14.

Figure 1: Cathodic and anodic potentiodynamic
scans in 5 wt% NaCl on bare SS316, bare Ti6Al-4V, and bare activated AA7075

The model in this work used experimentallyderived potentiodynamic scans as boundary
conditions, to accurately represent the surface
reactions occurring. To best replicate the test
panel’s exposure to ASTM B117, cathodic
and anodic potentiodynamic scans were
conducted in 5 wt% NaCl (Figure 1). The
water layer thickness during the continuous
salt spray of B117 has recently been
investigated and determined to be very
dependent on the angle of exposure15. This
work chose a water layer thickness of 4,000
𝜇𝑚 to be used when replicating B117, as it
has been shown to best match experimental
results for corroded surfaces.
Although a simplification of the processes
taking place, the Laplace equation (∇ Φ = 0)
was chosen as the governing equation. This
equation assumes that the migration of ions is
the dominant mass transport method, as
opposed to diffusion or convection, and is
believed to be valid for our system.
Furthermore, the conductivity in the
electrolyte domain was assumed to be
constant, which commonly occurs in the
presence of a supporting electrolyte such as
NaCl in our scenario. Further details of the
model and experimental panel can be found in
Marshall et al.14,16.
Results and Discussion

A finite element model was built in COMSOL
Multiphysics® to simulate the experimental
panel, using the same alloys and geometry as
described above. All fasteners were assumed
to be dry-installed, i.e. no sealant inside of the
fastener holes, representing a worst-case albeit
sometimes realistic scenario2. The surface of
the AA7075 panel was assumed to be perfect,
with zero flux across all boundaries except the
prescribed “X” scribes. Simulations to date
were run using steady-state conditions,
assuming the corrosion is currently taking
place and active in the system.
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Model Validation
After removal from the testing chamber, the
surfaces of AA7075 panels were qualitatively
compared with the predicted panel surface
from the model (Figure 2). It is important to
note that the experimental panel is showing
mass loss due to corrosion (Figure 2[a]) while
the model visualizes a false-color plot of
current density (Figure 2 [b]). Mass loss and
current density are directly proportional via
Faraday’s Law of Electrolysis and can
therefore be directly compared. One
significant finding from this comparison was
that the predicted peak current density
2

(denoted by dark red) at the tips of the scribes
was seen experimentally at the bottom right
fastener (SS316).
To quantify the experimental results, an inhouse MATLAB code extracted statistical
corrosion damage from the cross-sectional
micrographs of the fastener holes17. Results of
mass-loss were converted to charge via
Faraday’s Law of Electrolysis for alloys. Note
that this conversion required an assumption
that the corrosion damage seen in the crosssection represented the damage throughout the
entire fastener hole. The data from two crosssections of each fastener hole were averaged
to give a better estimation of the total damage
within the fastener hole and are included as
error bars (Figure 2[c]).
𝐴
𝑚

a)

b)

Within the model, the current density was
integrated over the anodic fastener hole
surfaces to calculate the current. The current
was multiplied by the experimental exposure
time to determine the total anodic charge
within the fastener holes which could be
directly compared with the experimentally
determined charge calculated above. A slight
caveat to the conversion between current and
charge, is that the current model is calculating
steady-state corrosion and cannot account for
the amount of time required for corrosion
initiation. Therefore, a four-day initiation
period seen from literature was utilized when
converting current to charge7,18,19 to account
for the delay in the onset of corrosion.
Results for each fastener hole are seen in
Figure 2[c]. It can be seen that despite
simplifying assumptions, the model calculated
results very similar to those obtained
experimentally. Note also that the damage
within the fastener holes was relatively
constant, regardless of the fastener/washer
material type. This was found to be due to the
SS316 hardware interacting with all 4 fastener
holes, despite their 1 inch separation
distance14.
The qualitative and quantitative comparisons
above serve as a reference point for the
remaining work, confirming that the model
can predict both the severity and distribution
of corrosion in this system.

c)

Investigation of External and Environmental
Parameters Impacting Galvanic Corrosion

Figure 2: (a) AA7075 plate after 504 hours of
exposure to ASTM B117 with coatings and
hardware stripped off; (b) false-color current
density plot of exposed AA7075 plate under 4,000
𝜇𝑚 water layer thickness; (c) comparison of
computational (striped bars) vs. experimental data
(solid bars) of charge within fastener holes after
504 hours of exposure to ASTM B117. Note the
colored boxes in (a) correlate to the results in each
fastener hole in (c)14

A modified geometry was created in the finite
element model to simulate one fastener in a
panel, with scribes surrounding the fastener
hole in an “X” pattern. This modification was
done to eliminate the impact of interactions
between the fasteners as was demonstrated to
occur in the test panel14. Both the scribes and
inside of the fastener hole were considered
“active structural material” while the fastener
and washer were deemed “active fastener”;
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the remaining boundaries were assumed to
have a perfect coating and therefore had no
flux at the boundary, as assumed previously.
The panel was subjected to a 4,000 𝜇𝑚 thick
layer of 5% NaCl solution, in a steady-state
model, again replicating the scenario of
ASTM B117. The current density was
calculated at one scribe tip, as a function of
expanding scribe length, to determine the
interaction distance between a SS316 fastener
and washer when coupled with exposed
AA7075. This interaction distance can be
thought of as a “throwing power” or distance
at which the cathodic material can
galvanically couple with the anodic material.

the dimensions of a surface defect (scribe) can
have a large impact on the location of
corrosion damage.

It was found that with increasing scribe
length, the current density decayed to the selfdissolution rate of the AA7075 panel (Figure
3). This decay indicated that at large scribe
lengths, the SS316 fastener was no longer
significantly galvanically coupling with the
farthest part of the AA7075 panel. Rather, at
the tips of long scribes, the panel was
corroding at a rate equal to that of a panel
containing zero fasteners. As the interaction
distance increased, the ohmic resistance in the
solution also increased, until the driving force
to corrode AA7075 was no longer the fastener
but was the reduction reaction of the AA7075
itself.

Figure 3: AA7075 anodic current density at the
scribe tip vs. scribe length, decaying to the selfdissolution current of AA7075. Inset image
serves as a reminder that the plotted current is
only from the tip of the scribe, and not the total
anodic current density16

At scribe lengths of 30 inches, the SS316
hardware did not make a significant
contribution to the dissolution current of the
AA7075, although the contribution was nonzero. At scribe lengths of approximately 2
inches, the SS316 caused dissolution at double
the self-corrosion current density of AA7075.
The significance of this finding is that coating
defects 2 inches away from fasteners are in
danger of accelerated corrosion via galvanic
coupling. This assessment also helps
understand the phenomenon seen
experimentally, where the SS316 fastener was
coupling with the bare AA7075 fastener hole
one inch away14. This finding indicates that
Skelton-Marshall

The water layer thickness in the one-fastener
configuration was varied both above and
below the natural convection boundary layer
thickness, which has been determined in
literature to be 800 𝜇𝑚 within the given
environment20,21. At water layers greater than
800 𝜇𝑚, there was negligible changes to the
system. However, at water layers below 800
𝜇𝑚, both the magnitude and distribution of
current density were dramatically impacted,
alluding to the fact that thin water layer
thicknesses also play an important role in
predicting corrosion. An increase in current
density magnitude with decreasing water layer
thicknesses is consistent with the onedimensional limiting current density equation
below,
𝑖

=

,

,

,

(1)

Where n is the number of moles, ilim is the
limiting current density, F is Faraday’s
constant, D is the diffusivity of oxygen, C is
4

the concentration, and 𝛿 is the water layer
thickness value below the natural convection
boundary layer thickness20.
Peak Damage Distribution “Maps”
Through the analysis above, the dimensions of
a surface defect and water layer thickness in a
fastener/panel design were both determined to
impact the galvanic corrosion. Therefore, to
further study the distribution of corrosion
damage an investigation in this parameter
space was conducted.

a)

b)
Figure 5: Damage distribution “maps” denoting
the majority of the current in the parameter
space of scribe dimension and water layer
thickness; (a) at a water layer thickness of 4,000
𝜇𝑚, where the white lines represent boundaries
between the different locations of interest; (b) at
a water layer thickness of 44.5 𝜇𝑚, where the
white lines represent the boundaries in (a). Note
that 𝛿 refers to the natural convection
boundary layer thickness
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The scribes’ length and width were varied, to
simulate a range of surface defects that could
easily occur in a realistic application. The
water layer thickness range again spanned
across the natural convection threshold, with
more focus on extremely thin water layers.
The current distribution was deconvoluted into
three distinct areas of the anodic surfaces: the
fastener hole, the portion of the scribe
underneath the washer, and the portion of the
scribe outside of the washer (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Schematic showing deconvoluted
AA7075 surfaces, as represented by the red,
orange, and yellow lines. Blue surfaces represent
SS316 boundaries, and the grey domain
represents the water layer thickness.

The location at which the greatest current
occurred was documented for each parameter
set explored. Plotting these locations on a
false-color “map” allows for quick
visualization of which scenarios are more
favorable than others (Figure 5).
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The worst-case scenario occurs when the
majority of the corrosion is within the fastener
hole (dark red), as this location is a known
stress-concentrator22. Corrosion damage
within this location can further accelerate
crack nucleation23,24. Conversely, if corrosion
was unavoidable, the least damaging location
for it to occur would be in the scribes outside
of the washer (yellow). This location allows
for easy corrosion detection, is not a specific
stress-concentrator, and can be spread out over
a large area. Corrosion concentrated in the
portion of the scribe underneath the washer
(orange) is neither the worst nor best
condition, because the region is occluded and
difficult to detect, but is not a stressconcentrating region.
This damage distribution map can be thought
of as a “stop-light” map, as scenarios in red
represent the worst-case and call for a hard
“stop” while scenarios represented in yellow
merit caution but are the most favorable in the
given conditions.
When bulk water layer conditions were tested,
the majority of the current fell in all three
regions of interest, depending on the scribe
dimensions (Figure 5[a]). Counterintuitively,
large scribe lengths are more favorable to
small scribe lengths, because the corrosion can
be spread out on the surface rather than
concentrating inside of the fastener hole. The
scribe width had little effect on the outcome of
the damage distribution in this water layer
thickness.
As the water layer thickness was decreased
nearly two orders of magnitude, the
distribution of the peak damage changed
dramatically. First, the majority of damage no
longer occurred in the scribe outside of the
washer, regardless of the scribe’s dimension
(Figure 5[b]). The orange and red locations
have also increased in the parameter space, as
the white boundary lines from Figure 5[a] are
no longer accurate. Another interesting
observation is that the scribe width has
Skelton-Marshall

become a more important parameter than the
scribe length, in describing the damage
distribution. All of the results above indicate
that thin water layers offer a very unfavorable
scenario, as opposed to bulk water layer
thicknesses.
Conclusion
Investigating corrosion on and around fastener
holes has many lasting implications for
aerospace structures. For further versatility,
using FEM allowed a framework to be
developed in which alloys and boundary
conditions could be easily modified and
catered to every unique situation. Therefore,
this research is intended not only to save
money and inform the public about the
hazards of corrosion, but also to increase the
safety of current and further aircraft design.
This aligns with NASA’s mission, to aim for
constant improvement of safety and
efficiency.
Specifically, in this work, a finite element
model was created with simplifying
assumptions and was verified through
experimental analysis. This model was then
utilized to investigate two parameters of
interest, the dimensions of a surface defect
and the water layer thickness, and their effect
on corrosion damage distribution. Variations
to the scribe length showed that a SS316
fastener and washer can still create a
significant galvanic couple with bare AA7075
more than 2 inches away. An investigation of
the water layer thickness revealed that the
natural convection boundary layer thickness is
an important threshold. Water layer
thicknesses smaller than this threshold
resulted in dramatic changes to the galvanic
current magnitude and distribution, whereas
water layer thicknesses larger than this
threshold had negligible impact on the current.
Combining the two parameters of interest
(scribe dimension and water layer thickness),
a damage “map” was constructed to inform
6

best- and worst-case scenarios for real
applications. It was determined that a bestcase scenario, to limit corrosion inside of the
fastener hole, would include a large water
layer thickness and large surface defect.
Conversely, small water layer thicknesses and
small surface defects should be avoided.
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